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Abstract We perform joint nonlinear inversions of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) data, including
the following: postglacial decay times in Canada and Scandinavia, the Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum
(FRS), late-Holocene diﬀerential sea level (DSL) highstands (based on recent compilations of Australian sea
level histories), and the rate of change of the degree 2 zonal harmonic of the geopotential, J2. Resolving
power analyses demonstrate the following: (1) the FRS constrains mean upper mantle viscosity to be
∼3 × 1020 Pa s, (2) postglacial decay time data require the average viscosity in the top ∼1500 km of the
mantle to be 1021 Pa s, and (3) the J2 datum constrains mean lower mantle viscosity to be ∼5 × 1021 Pa s.
To reconcile (2) and (3), viscosity must increase to 1022 –1023 Pa s in the deep mantle. Our analysis highlights
the importance of accurately correcting the J2 observation for modern glacier melting in order to robustly
infer deep mantle viscosity. We also perform a large series of forward calculations to investigate the
compatibility of the GIA data sets with a viscosity jump within the lower mantle, as suggested by
geodynamic and seismic studies, and conclude that the GIA data may accommodate a sharp jump of 1–2
orders of magnitude in viscosity across a boundary placed in a depth range of 1000–1700 km but does
not require such a feature. Finally, we ﬁnd that no 1-D viscosity proﬁle appears capable of simultaneously
reconciling the DSL highstand data and suggest that this discord is likely due to laterally heterogeneous
mantle viscosity, an issue we explore in a companion study.
1. Introduction
The viscosity structure of the Earth’s mantle, as inferred from data related to glacial isostatic adjustment
(hereafter GIA), has been a source of debate spanning decades, with consensus oscillating between argu-
ments for a signiﬁcant increase in (spherically averaged) viscosity with depth from the base of the lithosphere
to the deep mantle [e.g., McConnell, 1968; O’Connell, 1971], to suggestions of an essentially isoviscous man-
tle [e.g., Cathles, 1975; Peltier, 1976;Wu and Peltier, 1983, 1984; Tushingham and Peltier, 1992] and back again
[e.g., Nakada and Lambeck, 1989; Mitrovica, 1996]. The latter studies were broadly consistent with indepen-
dent inferences based on viscous ﬂow modeling of surface observables associated with mantle convection
[e.g., Ricard et al., 1984; Richards and Hager, 1984; Forte, 1987; Hager and Richards, 1989; King and Masters,
1992], which favor viscosity proﬁles that increase 1–2 orders of magnitude from the base of the lithosphere
to the core-mantle boundary (CMB). This apparent reconciliation weakened arguments for a transient (i.e.,
time-scale dependent) mantle viscosity [Sabadini et al., 1985; Peltier et al., 1986] and was supported by two
other lines of study. First, joint inversions of data associated with GIA and mantle convection yielded simul-
taneous ﬁts to both data sets and viscosity proﬁles that were characterized by a signiﬁcant (several order
of magnitude) increase of viscosity with depth [Forte and Mitrovica, 1996; Mitrovica and Forte, 1997, 2004;
Kaufmann and Lambeck, 2002]. Second, a reanalysis of GIA-based inferences of an isoviscous mantle demon-
strated that many such studies had misinterpreted the so-called Haskell number (1021 Pa s) [Haskell, 1935]
as a constraint on the bulk average viscosity above 670 km depth (the modern deﬁnition of the upper
mantle) rather than the average above ∼1200 km depth, as indicated by a resolving power analysis of the
Fennoscandian sea level record that the Haskell number was based upon [Mitrovica, 1996]. This misinterpre-
tation biased these inferences toward a lower mantle viscosity of 1021 Pa s and isoviscous mantle models.
However, while more recent GIA-based estimates of mantle viscosity are no longer tied to bulk upper man-
tle values of 1021 Pa s [Peltier, 2004], there remain signiﬁcant apparent diﬀerences between such inferences,
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particularly within the lower mantle [e.g., Argus et al., 2014; Nakada et al., 2015a], where discrepancies con-
tinue to exceed an order of magnitude. One goal of the present study is to understand the origin of these
diﬀerences.
Amajor complication in GIA-based studies of mantle viscosity is the strong sensitivity of most ice age-related
observations to the space-time history of ice cover, and the most rigorous analyses have sought parame-
terizations of the data that reduce this sensitivity. These parameterizations include the strandline-derived
Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum (FRS) [e.g., McConnell, 1968; Mitrovica and Peltier, 1993a; Wieczerkowski
et al., 1999; Peltier, 2004], relaxation times estimated from the postglacial uplift of previously glaciated regions
[e.g.,Mitrovica and Peltier, 1995, 1996;Mitrovica and Forte, 1997; Peltier, 1998a;Mitrovica et al., 2000; Nordman
et al., 2015], and diﬀerential late Holocene sea level highstands from sites in the far ﬁeld of ice cover [Nakada
and Lambeck, 1989]. Resolving power analyses indicates that the FRS and postglacial decay times from
Fennoscandia are sensitive to viscosity variations to a depth of∼1200 km [Parsons, 1972;Mitrovica and Peltier,
1993a; Mitrovica, 1996], while decay times from Hudson Bay, a region covered by the massive Laurentide
Ice Sheet, are sensitive to viscosity to a depth of ∼1600 km [Mitrovica, 1996]. As a consequence, analyses
based upon these data sets do not constrain viscosity in the bottom half of the mantle [e.g.,McConnell, 1968;
MitrovicaandPeltier, 1993a, 1995;Mitrovica, 1996; Peltier, 1998a;Wieczerkowski et al., 1999]. Oneway to extend
the sensitivity to the CMB is to augment the analysis with long-wavelength observables related to mantle
convection [Forte andMitrovica, 1996;Mitrovica and Forte, 1997, 2004]. Diﬀerential sea level highstands, since
they reﬂect, in part, the response to large-scale ocean loading [Nakada and Lambeck, 1989], have a nonzero
sensitivity to viscosity that extends to the CMB; however, these data are also sensitive to shallower, upper
mantle structure [Kendall andMitrovica, 2007].
In the 1980s and 1990s, a number of GIA analyses incorporated satellite-derived estimates of the rate of
change of low-degree zonal harmonics of the Earth’s geopotential into inferences of mantle viscosity and in
particular J̇2 [Yoder et al., 1983; Rubincam, 1984; Wu and Peltier, 1984; Peltier, 1985; Yuen and Sabadini, 1985;
Mitrovica and Peltier, 1989; Vermeersen et al., 1998]. While this eﬀort stalled with the growing recognition that
these harmonics were sensitive to ongoing ice mass variations [e.g., Sabadini et al., 1988; Peltier, 1988; Ivins
et al., 1993;Mitrovica and Peltier, 1993a; Peltier, 1998b], the deep mantle sensitivity provided by the J̇2 obser-
vation [Mitrovica and Peltier, 1993a; Peltier, 1998b;Morrow et al., 2013] has continued tomake it a focus of GIA
research. In this regard, recent GIA analyses have followed two approaches. In the ﬁrst, Peltier and colleagues
[Peltier, 2004; Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2014] have used the datum to constrain deep mantle viscosity
under the assumption thatmelting of ice sheets and glaciers had negligible impact on the J̇2 signal estimated
from the analysis of satellite altimeter records prior to ∼1990 (∼ −3 × 10−11 years−1). The VM2 and VM5a vis-
cosity proﬁles (Peltier [2004] and Argus et al. [2014], respectively) are characterized by a deep mantle value of
∼ 3 × 1021 Pa s. In contrast, Nakada et al. [2015a] andMitrovica et al. [2015] infer deep mantle viscosity using
the pre-1990 J̇2 datum after correction for an icemelt signal based on a tabulation of glaciermass ﬂux appear-
ing in the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [Vaughan et al.,
2013]. Both these studies argued for a deep mantle viscosity in excess of 1022 Pa s.
In this study we return, once more, to the inverse problem for mantle viscosity. In particular, we perform, for
the ﬁrst time, joint nonlinear inversions of GIA data sets, including the FRS, decay times determined from local
sea level curves in Fennsocandia and Hudson Bay, diﬀerential sea level highstands and J̇2. In regard to the
last of these, we explore the sensitivity of the inversions to the correction of the pre-1990 trend for the signal
due to glacier and ice sheet mass ﬂux. As noted above, one overarching goal is to understand the nature
and signiﬁcance of the major inconsistencies in recently published GIA-based inferences of mantle viscosity
[Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2015; Nakada et al., 2015a]. Speciﬁcally, we explore whether these diﬀerences
are signiﬁcant given the ﬁnite resolving power of the GIA data sets and, if so, whether particular data sets
are responsible for the discrepancy. The analysis herein serves as a comprehensive study of the information
content in these classical data sets of GIA used to infer the radial proﬁle of mantle viscosity. Discrepancies in
the above inferencesmay arise from lateral heterogeneities in viscoelastic structure. In a companion studywe
use synthetic calculations of GIA on a 3-D, viscoelastic Earth model to assess the level of bias introduced into
our inversions by our neglect of lateral viscosity structure.
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2. Methodology
2.1. The Forward Problem
We are concerned with four distinct observables: (1) the Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum, (2) decay times
from relative sea level (uplift) curves near the center of the ancient Laurentian and Fennoscandian Ice Sheets,
(3) J̇2, and (4) diﬀerential sea level highstands. In the following, we brieﬂy summarize forward calculations
associatedwith each. All calculations adopt spherically symmetric, (Maxwell) viscoelastic, and self-gravitating
Earth models. The elastic and density structure of all models is given by the seismic model preliminary refer-
ence Earthmodel (PREM) [Dziewonski andAnderson, 1981]. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, for all calculations that
involve a space-time history of ice cover, we adopt the ice model ICE-6G [Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2015].
2.1.1. The Relaxation Spectrum
Following Peltier [1974], viscoelastic load (or tidal eﬀective) Love numbers can be written in the following
general, impulse response form
𝜒𝓁(t) = 𝜒E𝓁𝛿(t) +
N∑
n=1
r𝓁n exp(−s
𝓁
n t) , (1)
where the time-dependent Love number,𝜒𝓁(t) at spherical harmonic degree𝓁, is decomposed into an imme-
diate elastic response, 𝜒E𝓁 , followed by viscoelastic relaxation governed by N normal modes of exponential
decay. Each normalmode is prescribed by an amplitude r𝓁n and inverse decay time, or eigenfrequency, s
𝓁
n , and
these are functions of the density, elastic, and viscosity structure of the adopted Earth model [Peltier, 1974;
Wu, 1978]. The collection of s𝓁n forms the relaxation spectrum for a given viscoelastic Earth model.
We compute the relaxation spectrum using the approach described by Peltier [1974]. As discussed below, the
Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum (FRS) determined from geological records of sea level change is deﬁned
by a single, best-ﬁtting decay time at each harmonic degree above 10 in a strandline deformation ﬁeld.
Forward calculations of the relaxation spectrum indicate that above degree 10, the response is dominated by
the fundamental “M0” mode of relaxation, and synthetic tests indicate that neglecting other modes of relax-
ation in forward predictions does not introduce signiﬁcant error into the analysis of the observed spectrum
[Wieczerkowski et al., 1999]. As a consequence, in computing the relaxation spectrumwe limit ourselves to the
fundamental mode, and, for simplicity, we drop the subscript nwhen referring to the FRS spectrum, s𝓁 .
2.1.2. Postglacial Decay Times
Postglacial decay times are computed in two steps. First, we solve the sea level equation derived by [Mitrovica
and Milne, 2003] using the pseudo-spectral algorithm outlined in Kendall et al. [2005] with a truncation at
spherical harmonic degree and order 256. This gravitationally self-consistent treatment incorporates the
migration of shorelines and the signal in sea level due to perturbations in Earth rotation, and it requires, as
input, a viscoelastic Earthmodel and an ice history. Upon output, the calculation yields sea level changes over
time at any site r relative to sea level at present (tP), i.e., relative sea level (RSL):
RSL(r, t) = SL(r, t) − SL(r, tP). (2)
Wenote that sea level in this context is deﬁned as the height of the sea surface equipotential, which is globally
deﬁned, relative to the solid surface.
It has long been understood that RSL curves at sites near the center of ancient ice sheets (e.g., Hudson Bay)
are characterized by an exponential decay given by the form [Walcott, 1972]
RSL(r, t) ≈ A(r)
[
exp{t∕𝜆(r)} − 1
]
, (3)
during periods when no ice remains in the vicinity of the site (i.e., the uplift is in so-called free decay). While
the amplitude A is a strong function of both the Earth model and the ice history, the decay time 𝜆 is much
less sensitive to the ice history [e.g.,Mitrovica andPeltier, 1995;Mitrovica et al., 2000;Nordman et al., 2015]. Our
forward prediction of the postglacial decay time for a speciﬁc site r is based on ﬁnding the best ﬁt function of
the form (3) through the RSL curve calculated using the full sea level theory described above.
2.1.3. ̇J2
The coeﬃcient J2, the dynamical form factor, is a measure of the oblateness of the Earth’s geoid. Speciﬁcally,
it may be expressed as the suitably normalized spherical harmonic degree 2 and order 0 coeﬃcient in a
spherical harmonic decomposition of the geopotential. As noted above, the calculation of gravitationally
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self-consistent sea level changes naturally yields a determination of changes in both bounding surfaces of sea
level: the sea surface, which is constrained to remain an equipotential, and the solid surface. The J2 coeﬃcient,
and its rate of change, J̇2, may then be trivially determined from a time series of the degree 2 zonal harmonic
of the sea surface height (or the geoid). Details of this mapping are given in Mitrovica and Peltier [1993a].
Predictions of ̇J2 are sensitive to the total change in ice volume from the Last Glacial Maximum to the end of
the deglaciation phase but not to the detailed geometry of the ice cover [Wu and Peltier, 1984]
2.1.4. Diﬀerential Sea Level Highstands
In the far-ﬁeld of ice cover, relative sea level histories are commonly characterized by a fall in sea level of sev-
eral meters during the current interglacial. The physics of this sea level fall, which follows the rapid sea level
rise associated with the global deglaciation, is well understood [e.g., Nakada and Lambeck, 1989; Mitrovica
and Peltier, 1991; Mitrovica and Milne, 2003; Lambeck et al., 2012], and it reﬂects the combined impact of the
following: (1) continental levering, the tilting of the crust at shorelines driven by ocean loading, and (2) ocean
syphoning, the migration of water from far-ﬁeld shorelines to ﬁll accommodation space created by the sub-
sidence of the peripheral bulges that encircle the areas of ancient ice cover and oﬀshore areas experiencing
continental levering. The sea level fall produces a RSL highstand that dates to the time when major melting
ceased. If the age of the far-ﬁeld highstand record at site r1 is t1 and at site r2 is t2, then the diﬀerential sea
level (DSL) highstand between these two sites is deﬁned as
DSL1,2 = RSL(r2, t2) − RSL(r1, t1). (4)
Calculating the DSL for any pair of sites is straightforward using the output of the ice age sea level calculation
described in section 2.1.2. By taking the diﬀerence of the two sites within reasonably close proximity, it is
thought that the dependence on ice history is signiﬁcantly reduced [Nakada and Lambeck, 1989].
2.2. The Inverse Problem
The data considered in this study, the Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum, postglacial decay times, the J̇2
harmonic, and far-ﬁelddiﬀerential sea level highstands, are all nonlinear functionsof the radial viscosityproﬁle
adopted in the forward calculations. That is, the Fréchet, or sensitivity kernels associated with these data are
themselves functions of the viscosity proﬁle. As such, our inversions adopt a nonlinear Bayesianmethodology
[Tarantola and Valette, 1982; Backus, 1988] in which constraints provided by any observations are combined
with an a priori probability distribution to produce an a posteriori estimate of the radial viscosity proﬁle. If
we assume that any prior information and observational errors are Gaussian, then the maximum likelihood
estimate of the posterior distribution may be found by solving the following iterative algorithm [Tarantola
and Valette, 1982]:
X̂k+1 = X̂k +
(
FTkV
−1
𝜉
Fk + V−1PR
)−1
×
{
FTkV
−1
𝜉
(
y − f (X̂k)
)
− V−1PR
(
X̂k − XPR
)}
, (5)
where X̂k is the kth model iterate, Fk is a matrix whose rows are the discretized form of the Fréchet kernels
(i.e., partial derivatives) associated with X̂k ,V𝜉 is the covariancematrix of the data errors (with zeromean), XPR
and VPR are the prior model and covariance matrix, y is the observational data vector, and f (X̂k) is a forward
prediction of the data vector based on model X̂k . Since the problem is nonlinear, tests must be performed to
ensure that the converged solution is not sensitive to the prior or startingmodel on spatial scales resolved by
the data (see below).
Following earlier work [MitrovicaandPeltier, 1995;Mitrovica, 1996;MitrovicaandForte, 2004], we parameterize
the model in terms of the logarithm of the viscosity proﬁle log 𝜈(r), where r is the radius, in some discretized
form. In this case, the inverse problem is rendered weakly nonlinear, and the a posteriori covariancematrix of
the model, VPO, may be approximated as [Tarantola and Valette, 1982; Backus, 1988]
VPO ≈
[
FTV−1
𝜉
F + V−1PR
]−1
, (6)
where F is thematrix of Fréchet kernels computed using the ﬁnal model iterate. Using the log 𝜈(r) parameter-
ization, we deﬁne the Fréchet kernel for a given datum yi, Fi(log 𝜈, r), by the relation
𝛿 log yi = ∫
LAB
CMB
Fi(log 𝜈, r) 𝛿 log 𝜈(r) r2dr, (7)
where CMB and LAB are the radii of the core-mantle boundary and the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary
(or the base of the lithosphere), respectively [Mitrovica and Peltier, 1995].
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In the case of forward predictions of the relaxation spectrum, Peltier [1976], following Parsons [1972], derived
analytical expressions for the kernels Fi, and we adopt these expressions. For predictions of J̇2, postglacial
decay times and DSL highstands, we compute the Fréchet kernels using the numerical perturbation proce-
dure described by Mitrovica and Peltier [1993a]. In this case we discretize the radial viscosity proﬁle (and the
Fréchet kernels) into 28 layers, 13 in the upper mantle and 15 in the lower mantle. By choosing a discretiza-
tion that is much ﬁner than the resolving power of the data (see below) variations in the inverted viscosity
proﬁle will have a spatial scale that reﬂects the resolving power, not the model discretization. Inverse or for-
ward analysis based on a much smaller number of layers (e.g., isoviscous, upper mantle, and lower mantle)
may signiﬁcantly misrepresent the information content of the data and lead to biased viscosity proﬁles (see
Mitrovica [1996] for a more complete discussion of this issue).
In the inversions described below, we incorporate an additional model parameter, the thickness of the elastic
lithosphere, L. The associated 29th element of the Fréchet kernel vector for each datum is deﬁned by
𝛿 log yi = FLi (log 𝜈) 𝛿L, (8)
where 𝛿L is a perturbation in the thickness of the elastic lithosphere. The 29th parameter thus determines the
LAB and the thickness of the 28th model layer.
The iteration scheme given by equation (5) will be deemed to have converged once the misﬁt statistic Q(X̂k)
given by
Q(X̂k) =
[
y − f (X̂k)
]T
V−1
𝜖
[
y − f (X̂k)
]
, (9)
falls within the 99 % conﬁdence interval of the 𝜒2N distribution, where N is the number of degrees of freedom.
The converged solution will be deﬁned by an a posteriori model, which we denote by X̂PO and the associated
covarianceVPO. Due to theweakly nonlinear character of this inversion, the solutions generally converge after
one iteration.
3. Data
3.1. Fennoscandian Relaxation Spectrum
TheFRS is derived fromancient strandlines that canbe tracedmoreor less continuously for∼1000km fromthe
center of uplift out to the periphery, and that permit an estimate of the uplift rate in the region versus spatial
scale. The data set, and its analysis, were pioneered byMcConnell [1968], who used strandline data compiled
by Sauramo [1958] to infer the radial proﬁle of viscosity to a depthof 1200 km. This depth is consistentwith the
resolvingpower of thedata set [Parsons, 1972;MitrovicaandPeltier, 1993b]. A revised FRS spanning thedegree
ranges 15 ≤ 𝓁 ≤ 49 and 61 ≤ 𝓁 ≤ 73 was derived byWieczerkowski et al. [1999], who used a set of strandline
records published by Donner [e.g., Donner, 1980] that extend from near Ångerman River to southern Finland
and (in a subset of the records) terminate in Estonia (see Figure 1a).Wieczerkowski et al. [1999] used a damped
least squares approach that allowed for a rigorous assessment of uncertainty in the FRS, and the reader is
referred to this publication for a comprehensivediscussionof both theirmethodology anda suite of sensitivity
tests related to the sampling of the strandline data and common assumptionsmade in forward calculations of
the FRS. We adopt the FRS derived byWieczerkowski et al. [1999], although we truncate our analysis at degree
64 (Figure 2a). This truncation has no impact on our results given the large uncertainty in the relaxation times
for degrees above 60 [Wieczerkowski et al., 1999]. It does, however, decrease the shallow mantle sensitivity of
the FRS data relative to the sensitivity associated withMcConnell [1968] original values.
3.2. Postglacial Decay Times
As we noted above, and following Walcott [1972] original analysis of records from Hudson Bay, postglacial
decay times have been determined by ﬁtting an exponential form (equation (3)) through local RSL histories
(sometimes termed uplift or emergence curves) at sites near the center of the now-vanished late Pleistocene
ice sheets. Given their relative insensitivity to ice history, the decay times (𝜆) represent an important constraint
onmantle viscosity, and there have beenmany eﬀorts to estimate them at sites in Hudson Bay and James Bay,
Canada [e.g.,MitrovicaandPeltier, 1995;MitrovicaandForte, 1997; Peltier, 1998a;Mitrovicaetal., 2000; Fangand
Hager, 2002], and Ångerman River, Sweden [Mitrovica, 1996;Mitrovica and Forte, 2004; Nordman et al., 2015].
For RichmondGulf in Hudson Baywe adopt a one sigma constraint on the decay time of 4.0–6.6 kyr [Mitrovica
et al., 2000]. For James Bay, we have computed a postglacial decay time of 2.7–4.7 kyr based on a new RSL
curve for the region [Pendea et al., 2010]. An earlier estimate of the James Bay decay time (2.0–2.8 kyr), based
on records collected in themid 1970s [Hardy, 1976;Mitrovica et al., 2000], was inconsistent with the Richmond
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Figure 1. (a) Map of Scandinavia including the extent of strandlines used to determine the FRS [Wieczerkowski et al.,
1999] and the location of Ångerman River. (b) Map of Hudson Bay showing the locations of Richmond Gulf and James
Bay. (c) Location of Australian late Holocene sea level highstand records studied by Nakada and Lambeck [1989] and the
more recent compilation adopted in the present study as labeled.
Gulf value, and this posed signiﬁcant diﬃculties for viscosity inversions based upon both of them. The revised
decay time is more consistent with the Richmond Gulf datum and avoids this complication. For the decay
time at Ångerman River, we adopt the recent estimate of Nordman et al. [2015], 4.2–6.2 kyr, which is a minor
revision to the estimate inMitrovica and Forte [2004] (4.0–5.7 kyr). The decay times adopted in our inversions
are shown in Figure 2b, and their geographical locations are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. TheMitrovica et al.
[2000] analysis ensured free decay of the Hudson Bay and James Bay sites by choosing a timewindow for their
decay time analysis of 8.5 kyr. Nordman et al. [2015] adopted a time window of 7 kyr for their analysis of the
Ångerman River decay time. Our numerical calculations of decay times adopt the same windows.
3.3. ̇J2
Asnoted in the section 1, recent analyses of the J2 time series estimated fromsatellite altimetrymeasurements
since themid-1970s indicated a signiﬁcant change in trend circa 1990 [NeremandWahr, 2011; Roy and Peltier,
2011; Cheng et al., 2013], and the time series has been ﬁt with, for example, a quadratic trend [Cheng et al.,
2013] or with a slope break in the early 1990s [Roy and Peltier, 2011]. The change in trend that occurred∼1990
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Figure 2. Observational constraints (gray bars) associated with (a) the Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum;
(b) postglacial decay times in Richmond Gulf, James Bay, Ångerman River, and J̇2; and (c) diﬀerential sea level
highstands. Predictions based on both the starting model, X̂0, and the a posteriori model in Figure 4, X̂PO, are
superimposed on each frame. The red shading in Figure 2c encompasses a set of predictions of the DSL highstands
based upon the a posteriori viscosity model in Figure 4 and lithospheric thicknesses ranging from 87 to 107 km. Also
included in each frame are predictions based on the viscosity model VM2 [Peltier, 2004] and an additional a posteriori
model, X̂PO + DSL, discussed in section 4.2.3 in which DSL highstand data were incorporated into the inversion.
has been associated with the onset of more signiﬁcant melting from polar ice sheets, and so we focus here
on the altimetry record from 1976 to 1990. Using the results of Cheng et al. [2013], we estimate a linear trend
across the time window of (−3.4 ± 0.3) × 10−11 years−11, where the uncertainty accounts for nonlinearity in
the time series [Mitrovica et al., 2015]. Cheng et al. [2013] estimated the size of signals in the observed time
series associated with atmospheric and ocean variability, and the 18.6 year tide, and using their calculations
suggests that these signals may combine to produce a trend of order 0.3 × 10−11 years−1. Accordingly, we
augment the above uncertainty in the observed trend to a value of 0.5 × 10−11 years−11.
In order to isolate the signal fromGIA (whichwouldhave remained constant over the twentieth century) in the
harmonic ̇J2, one must correct the observed trend for contamination associated with ice melting [Ivins et al.,
1993; Mitrovica and Peltier, 1993a; Nakada et al., 2015a; Mitrovica et al., 2015]. Marzeion et al. [2015] recently
updated glacier tabulations byMarzeion et al. [2012] and Leclercq et al. [2011] and compared these, together
with release 1301 of the Cogley [2009] database. The latter two tabulations are based on direct and geodetic
measurements, with suitable extrapolation to unsampled areas, while the ﬁrst is based onmodeled responses
to local climate observations. Over the period 1976–1990, the Cogley [2009] database has a mass ﬂux rate
from all glaciers of 0.66±0.03mmyr−1 in units of equivalent globalmean sea level (GMSL) rise. The analogous
values for the updated Leclercq et al. [2011] database are 0.35 ± 0.05 mm yr−1 and for the updatedMarzeion
et al. [2012] database 0.42±0.12mm yr−1. Over the period 1971–2009, AR5 of the IPCC based its estimates of
glaciermass ﬂux onMarzeion et al. [2012] andCogley [2009]. Following the IPCC,we focus on theCogley [2009]
andMarzeion et al. [2012] results to compute the ̇J2 signal for the period 1976–1990. We have calculated the
total ̇J2 signal associatedwith these tabulations and they are the following: (−1.94±0.10)×10−11 years−1 and
(−1.07 ± 0.05) × 10−11 years−1, respectively. Combining these two estimates yields a J2 rate of (−1.5 ± 0.4) ×
10−11 years−1, where the uncertainty is computed from the spread of the two estimates rather than the formal
uncertainties in each. (Including the Leclercq et al. [2011] time series yields a marginally diﬀerent estimate of
the rate, (−1.4 ± 0.4) × 10−11 years−1.)
In addition to the above source of melt, Kjeldsen and Korsgaard [2015] analyzed photographic evidence to
estimate mass loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet from 1900 to 2010. Their so-called geodetic method yields
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an estimate of mass loss from 1976 to 1990 of 0.12 ± 0.5 mm yr−1 in units of GMSL. Using this inference, we
have calculated a ̇J2 signal of (0.5±0.2)×10−11 years−1 over the same period. Combining this with the glacier
signal gives a total ̇J2 signal due tomodernmelt sources of (2.0± 0.5) × 10−11 years−1. Our standard inversion
described belowwill adopt thismelt signal. Correcting the observed trend (−3.4±0.5)×10−11 years−1 for this
signal yields a residual signal of (−5.4±0.7)×10−11 years−1, which represents our estimate of the ongoingGIA
contribution to ̇J2. (This value is consistent with the GIA rate inferred by Nakada et al. [2015a] and Mitrovica
et al. [2015].) We will, however, consider the sensitivity of our results to the adopted melt signal by varying it
over a range consistent with the above uncertainty; i.e., (1.5–2.5) ×10−11 years−1.
3.4. Diﬀerential Sea Level Highstands
We will explore the consistency of predictions based on our inverted viscosity proﬁles with diﬀerential sea
level (DSL) highstands between various pairs of far-ﬁeld sites. In the classic study of Nakada and Lambeck
[1989], four DSL highstand pairswere used to infer a large increase (∼ 2 orders ofmagnitude) inmantle viscos-
ity with depth. All sites were located in the Australasia region (see Figure 1): Karumba (Queensland), Halifax
Bay (Queensland), Moruya (New South Wales), Port Pirie (South Australia), Cape Spencer (South Australia),
and Christchurch (New Zealand). The late Holocene sea level record across Australia has recently been
updated [e.g., Sloss et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2013], and our analysis is based on this new set of records. We
performed synthetic tests to explore the sensitivity of the predicted DSL highstands to variations in the ice
model by considering forward predictions based on two ice models: ICE-6G [Peltier et al., 2015] and a global
ice model developed at the Australian National University (ANU) [Fleming and Lambeck, 2004]. On this basis,
we culled the DSL highstand data set to include only site pairs for which the two predictions agreed to within
half of one sigma observational uncertainty. This yielded site pairs: Port Pirie-Magnetic Island (Belperio et al.
[2002] and Collins et al. [2006], respectively), Serventy Island-Port Lincoln (Collins et al. [2006] and Belperio et al.
[2002], respectively), and Rockingham Beach-Vaucluse [Lewis et al. [2013] and Sloss et al. [2007], respectively).
(See Figure 1 for site locations.) Their associated DSL highstand values are 0.35 ± 0.65 m, 1.04 ± 0.45 m, and
1.35 ± 0.90 m, respectively.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Fréchet Kernels
Fréchet kernels provide a measure of the sensitivity of a datum to depth-dependent perturbations in mantle
viscosity. We explore this sensitivity in Figure 3, which shows kernels for the data sets listed in section 3, for
two diﬀerent viscoelastic models (see Table 1). Model A has a moderate, factor of 2 increase in viscosity from
the uppermantle (1021 Pa s) to the lowermantle; this jump is increased to a factor of 10 inModel Bby reducing
the upper mantle viscosity to 5 × 1020 Pa s and increasing the lower mantle viscosity to 5 × 1021 Pa s.
Figures 3a and 3b show values of the kernel for each datum associated with a perturbation in lithospheric
thickness, L (i.e., FL in equation (8), plotted as a percent perturbation in the datum per kilometer perturbation
in L). The DSL highstand data—and in particular the Serventy Island-Port Lincoln pair—exhibit the greatest
sensitivity to lithospheric thickness variations, which reﬂects the underlying physical process that gives rise to
spatial variations in the Australian RSL highstands; namely, the levering (or tilting) of the lithosphere and crust
in response to ocean loading. The sensitivity is, however, a strong function of the speciﬁc pair of sites being
considered. The sensitivity of the FRS data to changes in L increases monotonically with increasing spherical
harmonic degree, with the greatest sensitivity being a∼1% reduction in the predicted inverse decay time per
kilometer increase in the lithospheric thickness. Finally, the Hudson Bay and Fennoscandian decay times, as
well as the ̇J2 datum, are insensitive to lithospheric thickness changes.
In considering the remaining Fréchet kernels, we ﬁrst focus on results for Model A. The sensitivity of the FRS
to variations in mantle viscosity is strongest in the upper mantle with peak sensitivities at the base of the
lithosphere (the latter reﬂects the sensitivity associatedwithhighest degree componentsof theFRS). There is a
monotonic decrease in the lumped sensitivity with depth, and the relaxation spectrum is relatively insensitive
to viscosity perturbations below∼ 1000 km. The kernel for the postglacial decay time at Ångerman River has
a sensitivity that peaks in the upper mantle and extends ∼ 500 km into the lower mantle. In comparison, the
kernels for the decay times at sites in Hudson Bay have a diminished sensitivity to the upper mantle and a
sensitivity that extends further into the lowermantle. This diﬀerence in the radial range of the kernels reﬂects
the distinct spatial scales of the ice sheets that covered the two regions [Mitrovica, 1996]. In contrast to the
FRS and decay times, the sensitivity of the J̇2 datum to perturbations in mantle viscosity increases toward the
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Figure 3. Dimensionless Fréchet kernels computed using Models (a, c, e, and g) A and (b, d, f, and h) B. See Table 1 for
all model parameters. Figures 3a and 3b show the 29th value of the Fréchet kernel for each datum associated with the
lithospheric thickness parameter, in units of percent change per km (equation (8)). The insets show kernel values
associated with the FRS. The color circles correspond to the speciﬁc sites shown in the keys below Figures 3e–3h.
Figures 3c–3h show Fréchet kernels computed for the 28 radial viscosity parameters. (Figures 3c and 3d) Kernels for the
FRS, where the shaded band spans the full region sampled by all kernels in the degree range 15 ≤ 𝓁 ≤ 49 and
61 ≤ 𝓁 ≤ 64. The blue line in Figure 3c is discussed in section 4.2.3. (Figures 3e and 3f) Kernels for the logarithm of the
postglacial decay times, log10 𝜆, at Richmond Gulf (Canada), James Bay (Canada), and Ångerman River (Sweden), as well
as the ̇J2 datum. Note that the left vertical axes in Figures 3e and 3f are values associated with the decay times, and the
right vertical axes are associated with ̇J2. (Figures 3g and 3h) Kernels for the DSL highstands between the following pairs
of Australian sites: Goold Island-Port Hacking, Redcliﬀ-Port Lincoln, and Serventy Island-Port Lincoln. All kernels in
Figures 3c–3h are scaled by r2. In Figures 3c–3h the horizontal axes mark depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line
marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
CMB. The amplitude of the kernel decreases by∼ 50% across the lowermantle from the CMB to 670 kmdepth
and drops abruptly at the boundary with the upper mantle. Finally, DSL highstand data each have distinct
sensitivities tomantle viscosity, though all the kernels tend to show abroad sensitivity to viscosity across both
the lower and upper mantle. The former results from the large spatial scale of the ocean load, while the latter
reﬂects the sensitivity of the levering process to shallowmantle structure.
The Frec´het kernels computed using Model B, characterized by an order of magnitude viscosity jump at
670 km depth, show sensitivities that are shifted toward shallower depths, relative to predictions based on
Model A. By introducing a higher viscosity lower mantle, ﬂow is more conﬁned to the upper mantle, thus
increasing the upper mantle sensitivity of each datum. As a measure of this trend, Table 2 lists the integrated
area under the Fréchet kernels in the upper and lower mantle for each datum (or in the case of the FRS the
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Table 1. Viscosity Models Discussed in the Texta
Model Lithospheric Thickness (km) Upper Mantle 𝜈 (Pa s) Lower Mantle 𝜈 (Pa s)
A 96 1.0 × 1021 2.0 × 1021
B 96 0.5 × 1021 5.0 × 1021
aThe boundary between the upper and lower mantle is at 670 km depth. Elastic and
density structure is given by the seismic model PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981].
lumped kernel) and the two Earth models. The signiﬁcant change in the depth range of the kernels evident
in Figure 3 and Table 2 underscores the nonlinearity of the mapping between viscosity and GIA data sets.
4.2. Bayesian Inversion for Mantle Viscosity
We begin by presenting the results of nonlinear, Bayesian inversions (equation (5)) that adopt Model A as
both the startingmodel, X̂0, and the a priori model, (XPR). We assume no prior covariance between themodel
parameters and adopt a prior variance, 𝜎2PR, of 20 for all log-viscosity model parameters and 100 km
2 for the
lithospheric thickness. The large prior variances allow the a posteriori solution to move signiﬁcantly from the
a priori model should the data require this. Predictions based on the a priori (and starting) model are shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the results of a joint inversion of the FRS, postglacial decay times, and J̇2 data sets. The a pos-
teriori estimate of the lithospheric thickness is 96.87 ± 9.97 km. The minor reduction in the uncertainty of
the estimate of L from its a priori value reﬂects the relative lack of sensitivity of these data to variations in this
parameter. The invertedmodel is characterized by aweak asthenosphere, with a viscosity as low as∼1020 Pa s,
an average viscosity of∼1021 Pa s in the top∼1000 km of the lower mantle, and a relatively uniform increase
in viscosity to∼5× 1022 Pa s at 2400 km depth. The latter is maintained to the base of themantle. Predictions
based on the inverted model are shown on Figure 2, labeled f (X̂PO).
The a priori (and starting) model misﬁts all data used in the inversion except the postglacial decay time at
RichmondGulf anddecay times in the FRSoutside thedegree range 21–42. The lower viscosity of the inverted
model relative to the startingmodel across nearly all depths from the LAB to themid-lowermantle reduces the
relaxation times at all degrees and brings the predicted FRS into accord with the observations. This reduction
in viscosity also decreases the predicted postglacial decay times. In particular, the a posteriori model yields
decay times that match the observed values at all three sites: Ångerman River, James Bay, and Richmond
Gulf. Finally, the inverted model is characterized by a signiﬁcantly higher viscosity in the deep mantle (below
∼1700 km depth) relative to the startingmodel, and this increases the amplitude of the predicted J̇2 anomaly
by ∼ 80%, suﬃcient to match the observation. Predictions based on the viscosity model VM2 [Peltier, 2004]
are also shown in Figure 2. We note that this model yields a reasonable ﬁt to all the data in Figures 2a and 2b
with the exception of a major misﬁt with the ̇J2 datum.
The signiﬁcance of the variability and trends in the inverted viscosity proﬁle in Figure 4 is dependent on the
radial resolving power of the data set. We explore this issue in twoways. First, we computeweighted averages
of the inverted model parameters, where the weightings are given by Fréchet kernels computed using the a
Table 2. Integrated Area Under the Fréchet Kernels in Figure 3 Within the Lower and
Upper Mantle, Expressed as a Percentage of the Total Area
Model A Model B
Lower Upper Lower Upper
FRS 5 95 2 98
Richmond Gulf 25 75 16 84
James Bay 23 77 18 92
Ångerman 12 88 5 95
̇J2 56 44 30 70
Port Pirie-Magnetic Island 32 68 31 69
Serventy Island-Port Lincoln 38 62 9 91
Rockingham Beach-Vaucluse 18 82 9 91
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Figure 4. Nonlinear, Bayesian inversion of the FRS, postglacial decay times from (a) Richmond Gulf and James Bay,
and (b) Ångerman River and ̇J2 observations. The dashed black line is the starting and a priori model adopted in the
inversion. The solid black line is the a posteriori solution. These are repeated in Figures 4a and 4b. The height of the
center of each color band denotes the weighted average (F̄Ti XPO) of the inverted model, where the weightings are
normalized, and volumetrically scaled Fréchet kernels for the posterior model are shown in Figure 5 (equation (10)). The
vertical thickness of each color band represents the 1 standard deviation bound on the weighted average, while the
color intensity indicates the normalized amplitude of the averaging kernel, F̄i (see Figure 5). In each frame the horizontal
axis marks depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower
mantle.
posteriori model (Figure 5). (In this exercise we do not include the ﬁnal lithospheric thickness component of
the Fréchet kernel; see equation (8)). Following equation (7), wedenote the ith such Fréchet kernel as Fi(XPO, r)
and deﬁne normalized versions of these kernels that satisfy
∫
LAB
CMB
F̄i(XPO, r)r2dr = 1, (10)
where F̄i(XPO, r) = ciFi(XPO, r) and the constant ci is chosen to satisfy thenormalization constraint. Ifweexpress
the normalized kernel in vector form as F̄i, then the ith weighted average is given by
X̂i = F̄Ti XPO, (11)
which has variance
Vi = F̄Ti VPOF̄i. (12)
The colored horizontal bars superimposed on Figures 4a and 4b are designed to provide three pieces of infor-
mation. The intensity of the shading across the bar reﬂects the amplitude of the normalized kernel F̄i(XPO, r)
across the 28 layers spanning the CMB to LAB. The height at the center of the bar represents the weighted
average F̄Ti XPO, and the vertical thickness of the bar represents 1 standard deviation uncertainty of the
estimate. The four bars refer, as labeled, to weighted averages of the posterior model based on kernels for
the postglacial decay times at Richmond Gulf (green) and Ångerman River (blue), the J̇2 constraint (red), and
the FRS (orange; in this case, the averaging kerning kernel is denoted by the black line in Figure 5a, which
provides a representative sensitivity of the FRS to variations in mantle viscosity).
As an example, the weighted average associated with the Ångerman River decay time is ∼1021 Pa s. The
averaging reﬂects a dominant sensitivity that extends to a depth of∼1000 km (see the blue bar in Figure 4a or
the posterior Fréchet kernel for this decay time in Figure 5b). This average represents the classic constraint on
mantle viscosity known as the “Haskell value” [Haskell, 1935;Mitrovica, 1996]. The weighted average resolved
by the Hudson Bay decay time data is also ∼1021 Pa s; however, the averaging kernel in this case shows sig-
niﬁcantly greater sensitivity to viscosity in the top half of the lower mantle than the Ångerman River kernel
(Figure 5b). The yellow bar in Figure 4 indicates that the FRS data are highly sensitive to the viscosity structure
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Figure 5. Fréchet kernels as deﬁned in equation (7) for (a) the FRS; (b) postglacial decay times at Ångerman River,
Sweden, and Richmond Gulf, Canada; and (c) the J̇2 datum, all computed using the a posteriori model in Figure 4 (the
lithospheric thickness of this model is 96.87 km). The kernel for the James Bay decay time (not shown) diﬀers negligibly
from the kernel associated with the Richmond Gulf decay time. All kernels are scaled by r2. In each frame the horizontal
axis marks depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower
mantle.
just beneath the LAB. Whereas the higher-degree components of the FRS constrain this shallow upper man-
tle structure, the lower degree components extend the sensitivity throughout the upper mantle and into the
top 200 km of the lower mantle (Figure 5a).
The weighted averages in Figure 4 provide insight into the high deepmantle viscosity of the inverted model.
The Hudson Bay and Ångerman River data have combined sensitivities that extend from the middle of the
upper mantle to the middle of the lower mantle, and these constraints drive the mean viscosity in this region
to ∼1021 Pa s (within the upper mantle, the inverted proﬁle is also strongly controlled by the FRS). The ̇J2
datum has a sensitivity to viscosity that is nonnegligible throughout the lower mantle, and ﬁtting it requires
a weighted mean viscosity of ∼1022 Pa s across this region, where the weighting is dominated by values in
the bottom half of the lowermantle (red bar in Figure 4a and kernel in Figure 5c). Thus, in order to ﬁt both the
decay time data and the ̇J2 observation, the viscosity of the bottom half of the lower mantle in the inverted
model must increase to values above 1022 Pa s. Indeed, XPO peaks at ∼ 4 × 1022 Pa s in this region, and the
volumetric average of the model in the bottom 1000 km of the mantle is ∼2.5 × 1022 Pa s.
The resolving power of the inversion as a function of depth can be also explored by examining the a posteriori
covariancematrix,VPO, as deﬁned in equation (6); (Figure 6). With the exception of the shallowest layers of the
invertedmodel, the varianceof themodel parameters, i.e., thediagonal elements ofVPO (Figure 6a), show little
reduction from their a priori values, and this indicates that the observations do not resolve viscosity structure
on the radial length-scale of the individual model layers. As discussed in section 2.2, although ice age data
are not able to resolve the viscosity across a length-scale comparable to any single model layer thickness,
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Figure 6. The posterior covariance matrix, VPO (equation (6)), for the inversion shown in Figure 4. (a) The diagonal values
of VPO. (b–e) Select rows of V̄PO for target radii (as labeled) ranging from (Figure 6b) just below the LAB to (Figure 6e)
the middle of the lower mantle. The target layer in each case is shown by gray shading that identiﬁes its location. In all
frames, the VPO values associated with the lithospheric thickness parameter are not included. The horizontal axis marks
the depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
we adopt this ﬁne discretization to avoid biasing any viscosity inversion by introducing, for example, artiﬁcial
viscosity jumps. The resolving power is, in this regard, more directly reﬂected by the rows of the covariance
matrix. Figures 6b–6e show a representative set of rows of VPO that span target depths in the top 1800 km of
the mantle. The covariances in each frame are normalized such that the peak oﬀ-diagonal value is unity (the
normalized posterior covariance matrix is denoted V̄PO).
For rows corresponding to model layers within the top half of the mantle (Figures 6b–6d), the covariances
are roughly centered on the target depth and the resolving power (as reﬂected by the spread of the covari-
ances) decreases with depth. As an example, the estimate of viscosity at 373 km depth (Figure 6b) will
represent an average that extends across themost of theuppermantle. This resolutiondecreases to∼1000 km
(420–1450 km depth) and ∼1400 km (700–2100 km depth) for targets at 846 km (Figure 6c) and 1452 km
(Figure 6d) depth. Finally, covariances associated with estimates of viscosity at depths greater than the mid-
dle of the lower mantle (e.g., Figure 6e) peak in layers at shallower depths (i.e., the covariances are no longer
centered on the target depth), and this reﬂects the limited ability of the data set to resolve structure at these
depths.
4.2.1. Sensitivity Analyses
In a ﬁrst series of sensitivity tests, we adopted the sameprior and startingmodel discussed abovebut included
only one data type (FRS, ̇J2, or decay times) in each inversion (Figure 7). The goal in these tests is to further
reﬁne our understanding of the constraints that each data subset contributes to the joint inversion in Figure 4.
An inversion of the FRS data alone departs from the a priori model in the top 800 km of the mantle, and
it closely tracks the a posteriori model generated from the inversion of the full data set in the upper man-
tle above the transition zone. The latter indicates that much of the ﬁner-scale upper mantle structure of the
inverted model in Figure 4 is controlled by the constraints imposed by the FRS. The decay time inversion
yields a model characterized by a mean viscosity of ∼ 5 × 1020 Pa s in the upper mantle below the LAB and
an increase to ∼3 × 1021 Pa s across the top 600 km of the lower mantle. This trend satisﬁes the Haskell con-
straint on mantle viscosity discussed above [Haskell, 1935;Mitrovica, 1996]. Below this depth and toward the
CMB, the viscosity values tend toward the a priori model, reﬂecting the progressively decreasing depth sensi-
tivity of these data. Finally, an inversion of the ̇J2 constraint alone yields an a posteriori model that tracks the
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Figure 7. Results from sensitivity testing of the nonlinear, Bayesian inversion: X̂PO and XPR are reproduced from Figure 4.
X̂PO(FRS) is the posterior model for an inversion that included only the Fennoscandian relaxation spectrum, X̂PO( ̇J2)
included only the ̇J2 datum and X̂PO(decay) included only the three postglacial decay times. The horizontal axis marks
the depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
a priori model in the upper mantle and increases to values of ∼1022 Pa s near the base of the lower mantle.
This is consistent with our earlier observation that the datum has relatively little sensitivity to upper mantle
viscosity and a broad sensitivity to lower mantle viscosity that constrains the mean viscosity in this region to
be ∼1022 Pa s in the bottom half of this region. This result emphasizes once again that the ̇J2 datum provides
the dominant constraint on deep mantle viscosity in our inversions; without this constraint the information
content of the GIA data would largely end at mid-lower mantle depths.
The information content of each data subset can be quantiﬁed by considering the trace of the so-called
resolution matrix [Backus, 1988]:
R = I − VPOV−1PR (13)
where I is the identity matrix. The trace of R, tr[R], is a measure of the number of independent parameters
resolvable in a given inversion, and it is listed in Table 3 for the four a posteriorimodels shown in Figure 7. If the
data provided perfect resolution in any inversion, then tr[R]would be equal to the number of parameters (in
our case 29). The fact that the sumof the tr[R] computed for inversionswith single-data types is approximately
equal to the trace when all data types are included indicates that the data subsets do not have signiﬁcant
overlap in information content.
Next, we explore the impact on the inversionswhen applying smoothing to themodel parameters. To include
smoothing in the inversion, we introduce covariances in the matrix VPR. Speciﬁcally, the element on themth
row and nth column of the matrix can be expressed as
[
VPR
]
mn
= 𝜎(m)𝜎(n)e−‖rm−rn‖𝛾−1 . (14)
Here𝜎(m) is theprior standarddeviationof themthmodel parameter, rm is the center radius of that parameter,
and the extent of smoothing is controlled by the correlation length-scale 𝛾 . Figure 8a shows an inversion
where 𝛾 = 1000 km. For reference, we include XPO from Figure 4 in which 𝛾 = 0 km. Note that covariances
are conﬁned to the 28 log-viscosity parameters and no smoothing is applied across the 670 km discontinuity.
Not surprisingly, oscillations in the inverted model for this case are damped relative to the 𝛾 = 0 km case; in
particular the asthenospheric viscosity is not as low. Note also that the inverted model has no viscosity jump
at 670 km depth, suggesting that the data do not require a viscosity discontinuity at this depth. The inverted
model ﬁts all data sets included in the inversion; as an example, the ﬁt to the FRS is shown in Figure 8b. Next,
weadd somecovariance to the39FRSdatapoints byupdatingentries ofV𝜀 associatedwith the FRS as follows:
[
V𝜀
]
mn
= 𝜎(m)𝜎(n)e−‖𝓁(m)−𝓁(n)‖𝜀−1 (15)
where the extent of smoothing is controlled by 𝜀 and 𝓁(m) is the spherical harmonic degree associated with
data pointm. Figure 8a shows an inversionwherewe adopt 𝜀 = 10. Introducing a correlation between the FRS
eﬀectively downweights the importance of the FRS in the inversion, and this leads to a somewhat degraded ﬁt
of themodel to these data. Speciﬁcally, the asthenospheric viscosity dip is suppressed resulting in predictions
of the FRS (where 21 ≤ 𝓁 ≤ 42) that are too low. The ﬁts to the decay time and ̇J2 rate are unaﬀected since
these data do not resolve structure on this spatial scale (see Figure 4).
Next, we explore the impact on the inversions of changing the a priori and starting models. Figure 9 repro-
duces the model in Figure 4, which was derived from an inversion using Model A of Table 1 as both the prior
and starting model. The ﬁgure also shows the results of three further inversions in which Model B replaced
Model A as the prior model (cyan line) or starting model (orange line). The red line represents an inversion
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Table 3. Trace of Resolution Matrix for Inversions
Based on Various Data Subsets
Test tr[R]
X̂PO 6.75
X̂PO(FRS) 4.03
X̂PO( ̇J2) 0.99
X̂PO(decay) 2.36
where both the prior and starting models are Model B.
The prior covariance matrix is unaltered from the case in
Figure 4; that is, the variance values are unchanged, and
no smoothing is incorporated into the inversions. Chang-
ing the prior model has little impact on the inversion, and
thus, in the nomenclature of Bayesian inverse theory, the
prior models adopted here are noninformative.
In contrast, changing the starting model does impact the
inversion, particularly in the lower mantle: just beneath
the 670 kmdiscontinuity the inversions adoptingModel B
as a starting model (red and orange lines) dip to viscosities of ∼1020 Pa s but are followed by a more rapid
rise in viscosity deeper into the mantle. The viscosity values plateau at ∼2 × 1022 Pa s below 1900 km depth.
As we have noted, a comparison of inverted proﬁles should not be based on a layer-by-layer comparison of
model values but rather should be based on averages that reﬂect the resolving power of the data. To this
end, Figure 9 shows two weighted averages of the posterior model (FTi XPO) for the inversion where Model B
is adopted as both the starting and prior model, where the weightings reﬂect Fréchet kernels of the posterior
model associated with the Richmond Gulf decay times (green) and J̇2 datum (red). These averages are consis-
tent with analogous averages computed for the inversion where Model A is adopted as the starting and prior
model (Figure 4). We conclude that the inversion is insensitive to the starting model when one accounts for
the resolving power of the data.
We have argued that the data sets adopted in our inversions are relatively insensitive to details of the ice
history. To investigate this issue, Figure 2 includes a set of forward predictions based on the ANU global ice
reconstructions [FlemingandLambeck, 2004] (green stars). This icehistory is pairedwith the aposteriori viscos-
itymodel of Figure 4 thatwas derived via an inversion that adopted the ICE-6Ghistory. Discrepancies between
the forward predictions of ̇J2, postglacial decay times, and DSL highstands based on these ice histories are
small compared to the uncertainties in the data, conﬁrming that these data sets are relatively insensitive to
details of the ice history. (We note, by deﬁnition, that the FRS is identical for both as this is a property of the
posterior model alone.)
Finally, we also explore the sensitivity of our a posteriori model to the correction applied to the observed ̇J2
signal to account for modern glacier and ice sheet melt over the period 1976–1990. As we have discussed,
Figure 8. (a) Posterior models from nonlinear, Bayesian inversions where smoothing is included in the log-viscosity
model parameters (𝛾 = 1000 km; see equation (14)) or covariances are introduced between the FRS data (𝜀 = 10; see
equation (15)). For comparison, we reproduce the posterior model from Figure 4 which adopted 𝛾 = 0 km and 𝜀 = 0.
The horizontal axis marks the depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper
mantle and lower mantle. (b) Predictions of the FRS using the posterior models from Figure 8a.
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Figure 9. Nonlinear, Bayesian inversions adopting various starting and prior viscosity models. The black line reproduces
the inversion in Figure 4 which adopted Model A as the prior and starting model. The cyan and orange lines repeat
this inversion with the exception that Model B (Table 1) is adopted as either the prior or starting model, respectively.
The red line is the result of an inversion where Model B is both the starting and prior model. The color bands are
weighted averages (F̄Ti XPO; equation (11)) of the inverted model (red line), where the weightings are normalized and
volumetrically scaled posterior Fréchet kernels for Richmond Gulf and ̇J2. The horizontal axis marks the depth (km), and
the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
the ̇J2 rateweestimated fromChengetal. [2013]was (−3.4±0.5)×10−11 years−1, and the correction formodern
melt used in our previous inversions was (2.0±0.5)×10−11 years−1. In Figure 10we explore the impact on the
a posteriori viscositymodel of usingmodernmelt corrections of 1.5×10−11 years−1 and 2.5×10−11 years−1. In
the three inversions shown on the ﬁgure, the peak viscosity in the lower mantle varies from∼2 × 1022 Pa s to
∼6 × 1022 Pa s across this range of corrections. The mean viscosity across the bottom 1000 km of the mantle
varies from 1.7×1022 Pa s to 3.8×1022 Pa s. We conclude that uncertainty in themelt correctionmaps into an
uncertainty of a factor or∼2 in the mean viscosity of the deepmantle, and above this depth the sensitivity is
negligible.
4.2.2. Viscosity Structure Within the Lower Mantle
The combination of decay time data, which constrain the average viscosity from the middle of the upper
mantle to the top 500 km (Angerman River) and 1200 km (Richmond Gulf and James Bay) of the lowermantle
to be ∼1021 Pa s, and the ̇J2 datum, which requires a mean viscosity in the bottom half of the lower mantle
of ∼1022 Pa s, drive inversions with a robust requirement for a signiﬁcant increase of viscosity, with depth, in
the lowermantle. This increase is consistent with inferences based on a joint inversion of GIA data andmantle
convection observables [Mitrovica and Forte, 1997, 2004], which show a ∼2 order of magnitude increase in
viscosity from 670 km depth to the deep lower mantle. However, neither of these earlier inversions included
the ̇J2 datum, and the inference of a high-viscosity deep mantle (and lower viscosity D
′′ region) was, in those
studies, driven by constraints associated with a set of convection-related observations.
Important early viscous ﬂowmodeling ofmantle convection observables demonstrated that a viscosity jump
in the shallow lower mantle provided a better ﬁt to observational constraints on the long-wavelength non-
hydrostatic geoid, plate motions, and CMB topography than a jump at the 670 km boundary between the
upper and lower mantle [Forte, 1987; Forte et al., 1991]. This suggestion was supported by a joint inversion
of mantle convection and GIA observables [Mitrovica and Forte, 1997] and also by seismic evidence suggest-
ing a boundary at 920 km depth [Kawakatsu and Niu, 1994]. Several recent studies have revisited the issue
Figure 10. Nonlinear, Bayesian inversions repeating the calculation in Figure 4 (black line) but applying a diﬀerent
modern melt correction to the ̇J2 datum. XPO (lower) and XPO (upper) denote the posterior solutions associated with
melt corrections of 1.5 × 10−11 years−1 and 2.5 × 10−11 years−1, respectively. The horizontal axis marks the depth (km)
and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
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Figure 11. Results from a suite of 800 forward calculations distinguished on the basis of the adopted Earth model. In all
calculations the upper mantle viscosity was ﬁxed to the value obtained in the inversion shown in Figure 4 (and shown
here as a gray line with layering). The lower mantle was discretized into two layers. The free parameters of the modeling
were (1) the location of the viscosity boundary in the lower mantle and (2) the viscosities in layers above and below this
boundary (see text). (a) Vertical lines summarize the best ﬁtting model for each of eight boundary locations (see legend
at bottom right). The horizontal position of the line indicates the depth of the boundary, the upper bound and lower
bound on each line provide the viscosity below and above the boundary, respectively, for the best ﬁt model. Model
results have been culled to include only those that ﬁt the FRS observation. The data used in the misﬁt calculation
includes the postglacial decay times at Richmond Gulf and James Bay, and Ångerman River and ̇J2. The horizontal axis
marks the depth (km), and the black-dotted vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower
mantle. (b) The predictions of the decay time data and ̇J2 for the best ﬁt models are summarized in Figure 11a. In both
frames, best ﬁt models that yielded predictions that satisﬁed all the decay time constraints and the ̇J2 datum are
denoted by solid lines, and those that misﬁt one or more of these constraints are denoted by dashed and dotted lines,
respectively.
using a variety of data sets, and they have added to the case for a viscosity jump at ∼1000 km depth [Ballmer
et al., 2015; Rudolph et al., 2015]. The ice age data sets adopted in the present study are unable to resolve a
sharp viscosity boundary at such depths, although it is possible from our results that such a boundary is not
inconsistent with the constraints imposed by these data sets.
To explore this issue, we set up a large suite of forward calculations in which the upper mantle is prescribed
to have the structure given by the inverted model in Figure 4, and the lower mantle is discretized into two
isoviscous layers. The boundary between these two lower mantle layers is systematically varied over a depth
rangeof 770–1830 km, and for each locationwe consider a rangeof viscosity values above (1.6–50)×1020 Pa s
and below (1.6-100) ×1021 Pa s the boundary. We do not assume that the lower layer is more viscous than the
upper layer. A total of 800 simulationswere performed.Weﬁrst culled from this set of simulations allmodels in
which the predicted FRS did not ﬁt the observational constraint; this was a relatively small number (43) since
the FRS data are dominantly sensitive to uppermantle structure (Figures 3 and 5), whichwas not varied. Next,
for each depth of the boundary between the two lower mantle regions we determined the best ﬁtting pair
of viscosity values above and below the boundary. The results of this Monte Carlo analysis are summarized in
Figure 11.
The vertical lines in Figure 11a represent the best ﬁt solutions when the lower mantle viscosity boundary is
placed at the speciﬁed depth. The extreme values on each line provide the viscosity above and below the
boundary that deﬁne this best ﬁtmodel. (All best ﬁtmodels are characterizedby amore viscous lower layer rel-
ative to the upper layer within the lower mantle.) The vertical lines are drawn as solid when the best ﬁt model
satisﬁes all observational constraints, dashed when all but one decay time is ﬁt and dotted when more than
one observation is misﬁt. Accordingly, the data sets can all be satisﬁed when the viscosity boundary is placed
between ∼1200 and 1700 km depth. (The gray shading on the ﬁgure covers the depth range 800–1200 km,
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Figure 12. Results of several nonlinear, Bayesian inversions: X̂PO is reproduced from Figure 4. X̂PO(+DSL) is the posterior
model for an inversion identical to Figure 4 except that the data set is augmented to include the three DSL observations
shown in Figure 2. X̂PO(D′′) is the result of an inversion identical to Figure 4 except that the viscosity values in the two
layers extending 300 km above the CMB are ﬁxed to 1020 Pa s. The black-dotted line is the starting and a priori model
adopted in both inversions (Model A from Table 1). The horizontal axis marks the depth (km), and the black-dotted
vertical line marks the boundary between the upper mantle and lower mantle.
where previous studies cited above have inferred viscosity jumps.) The preferred viscosity in the upper layer
of the lower mantle increases from (2.3 to 7.4)×1020 Pa s as the boundary is moved from 1200 km to 1700 km
depth, and the viscosity jump across the boundary, which is ∼2 orders of magnitude, is required to ﬁt the ̇J2
datum.We note that the preferred range of depths for the viscosity boundary placedwithin the lowermantle
is limited by the small number of free parameters in the suite of models considered in Figure 11. Allowing the
upper mantle viscosity to vary in the modeling, or adding more layers in the lower mantle, will broaden the
range of depths where a sharp boundary can be introduced while preserving a ﬁt to the observations.
Various lines of evidence suggest that the viscosity of theD′′ region at the base of themantle will be relatively
low, including, e.g., ab initio methods [e.g., Ammann et al., 2010], geodetic observations [Nakada and Karato,
2012], and previous joint inversions of GIA and mantle convection data sets [Mitrovica and Forte, 2004]. We
explored this issue by repeating the inversion in Figure 4 but imposing a viscosity of 1020 Pa s in the mantle
region extending up to 300 km above the CMB (this region corresponds to the deepest two layers of the
discretized viscosity model). The a posteriori model in this case (orange line in Figure 12) exhibits only minor
diﬀerences from the original inversion, reinforcing our earlier argument that the data used in the inversion
have limited resolving power in the deepest mantle (see Figure 6h). This conclusion is in accord with the GIA
analyses of Nakada et al. [2015a, 2015b].
4.2.3. Consistency With DSL Highstands
DSLhighstanddata haveplayed an important role in inferences ofmantle viscosity basedonGIAdata [Nakada
and Lambeck, 1989]. The inversions discussed above did not include the DSL highstand data summarized in
section 3.4. To investigate the consistency of the DSL highstand data to our earlier inversion, Figure 2c shows
predictions of the DSL highstand data computed using the viscosity proﬁle in Figure 4 (red line). The shad-
ing superimposed on this line encompasses a range of predictions obtained by running a series of forward
calculations inwhichwe varied the lithospheric thickness across the 1𝜎 range inferred from this original inver-
sion (i.e., (87 ≤ L ≤ 107) km) while keeping the viscosity proﬁle unchanged. This posterior solution is able to
provide a ﬁt to the Port Pirie-Magnetic Island datum but misﬁts the other two DSL highstand data.
We next repeated the inversion of Figure 4 with a data set that was augmented to explicitly include the three
DSL highstand pairs. The only other change from the inversion in Figure 4 is that we increased the prior stan-
dard deviation of the lithospheric thickness parameter to 50 km. The resulting viscosity proﬁle is shown in
Figure12 (labeled X̂PO(+DSL)), and theposterior estimate for L is (130±50) km. The invertedproﬁle in Figure12
shows the same trends as the original X̂PO; however, in comparison to this earlier inversion, the lithospheric
thickness is signiﬁcantly larger.
The posterior predictions based on X̂PO(+DSL) are shown in Figure 2 (orange triangles). The inverted model
ﬁts all data sets with the exception of the Rockingham Beach-Vaucluse DSL highstand pair. This result reveals
an inconsistency that can be illustrated by considering the Serventy Island-Port Lincoln and the Rockingham
Beach-Vaucluse pairs and their dominant sensitivity to variations in the lithospheric thickness. Thepredictions
for these two pairs based on the startingmodel (black circles in Figure 2) underpredict the observational data.
Their associated Fréchet kernels (red and yellow circles in Figure 3, respectively) indicate that an increase in L
will produce changes in the predictions for each DSL highstand pair of opposing sign. Thus, perturbation in
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the starting value of the lithospheric thickness cannot yield a simultaneous ﬁt to both DSL pairs. This incon-
sistency may reﬂect lateral variations in lithospheric thickness or mantle viscosity or an underestimation of
the observational uncertainties.
5. Conclusions
Inferring the radial proﬁle of mantle viscosity from the analysis of data sets related to glacial isostatic adjust-
ment is a problem in geophysical research that extends back nearly a century, to the pioneering work ofDaly
[1925] and Haskell [1935]. However, despite some consensus that GIA data sets are compatible with—and
indeed prefer—a 1-D viscosity proﬁle that increases by several orders ofmagnitudewith depth from the base
of the lithosphere to CMB [McConnell, 1968; Nakada and Lambeck, 1989;Mitrovica, 1996; Lambeck et al., 1998;
Mitrovica and Forte, 2004], two recent viscosity proﬁles inferred in the literature [Argus et al., 2014; Lambeck
et al., 2014; Nakada et al., 2015a] appear to be irreconcilable. In particular, whereas Lambeck et al. [2014] and
Nakada et al. [2015a] advocate for a viscosity proﬁle that increases from 1 to 2× 1020 Pa s in the upper mantle
to ∼7 × 1022 Pa s in the lower mantle, the VM5a model of Argus et al. [2014] is characterized by a signiﬁcantly
more muted increase, from 5 × 1020 Pa s at the LAB to 3 × 1021 Pa s above the CMB. Both models place their
viscosity jump (or at least the bulk of this increase) at 670 km depth.
We have revisited the 1-D viscosity problem, and addressed this recent debate, by analyzing GIA data using a
combination of forward predictions and inversions based on nonlinear Bayesian inference. Inferences ofman-
tle viscosity based on observations related to GIA are complicated by uncertainties in the space-time history
of ice cover since the Last Glacial Maximum, and to avoid (or at least minimize) this issue, we have focused
our analysis on parameterizations of these data sets that reduce the sensitivity to ice history. These data sets
include site-speciﬁc, postglacial decay times inferred fromrelative sea level records inHudsonBayandSweden
[e.g., Walcott, 1972; Mitrovica et al., 2000; Fang and Hager, 2002; Nordman et al., 2015], the Fennoscandian
relaxation spectrum [e.g., Sauramo, 1958; McConnell, 1968; Wieczerkowski et al., 1999], diﬀerential sea level
highstands from the Australian region [e.g., Nakada and Lambeck, 1989; Kaufmann and Lambeck, 2002], and
the rate of change of the degree 2 zonal harmonic of the Earth’s geopotential or J̇2 [e.g., Cheng et al., 2013].
Subsets of these data have been used in a number of previous viscosity inferences based on forward analyses
and formal inversions [Mitrovica and Peltier, 1993a; Mitrovica, 1996; Kaufmann and Lambeck, 2002; Mitrovica
and Forte, 2004; Peltier, 2004], but no study has simultaneously included all these data sets in a joint inver-
sion for themantle viscosity proﬁle. Our overarching goal has been to address the robustness of these recent,
seemingly incompatible inferences of the 1-D mantle viscosity proﬁle by analyzing these data sets within a
rigorous inverse formalism.
On the basis of our inversions, we conclude that mantle viscosity increases by at least 2 orders of magnitude
with depth from the LAB to CMB. This inference (Figure 4) is driven by a sequence of correlated constraints. In
particular: the FRS constrains themean uppermantle viscosity to a value of∼3×1020 Pa s; the Fennoscandian
and Hudson Bay postglacial decay times constrain the mean value of viscosity from the mid-upper mantle to
mid-lower mantle to be∼1021 Pa s, a requirement that encompasses the classic Haskell constraint on mantle
viscosity [Haskell, 1935;Mitrovica, 1996]; and, ﬁnally, the J̇2 datum constrains themean viscosity in the bottom
half of the lowermantle tobe∼1022 Pa s. Taken together, these constraints yield a viscosity in the lowermantle
that peaks at ∼1023 Pa s (with a mean value in excess of 1022 Pa s). We have demonstrated that this overall
trend in mantle viscosity with depth is robust relative to the choice of starting and prior models adopted in
the inversions.
Our inference is consistent with previous estimates of mantle viscosity based on GIA data sets [Nakada and
Lambeck, 1989; Mitrovica, 1996; Lambeck et al., 1998; Kaufmann and Lambeck, 2002; Lambeck et al., 2014;
Nakada et al., 2015a], but we emphasize three important issues. First, our constraint onmantle viscosity in the
bottom half of the mantle is dominated by the pre-1990 trend in the J̇2 datum, an observable that has been
corrected for the signal due to contemporaneous melting from glaciers [Vaughan et al., 2013]. If this correc-
tion is robust, the J̇2 datum rules out a broad suite of studies that have inferred a deep mantle viscosity only
moderately higher than 1021 Pa s [Peltier, 2004; Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2015]. A similar conclusion was
reached byNakada et al. [2015a] andMitrovica et al. [2015] using forward predictions of the J̇2 datum. Second,
our inversions indicate that the GIA data sets we have considered can be reconciled by amantle viscosity pro-
ﬁle without a viscosity jump at 670 km depth. The GIA data do not have the resolving power to infer such a
sharp increase, and previous inferences for a jump in viscosity at this depth are generally biased by coarse
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discretizations in which the upper and lower mantle are treated as isoviscous. A related issue was raised by
Mitrovica [1996], who showed that two-layer (upper and lower mantle) parameterizations, combined with
an incorrect assumption that the Haskell [1935] constraint on mantle viscosity resolved mean upper mantle
structure, biasedmany previous inferences toward isoviscousmantlemodels. Finally, although the high deep
mantle viscosity inferred in this study is dependent on the veracity of the J̇2 constraint, we note that the trend
toward values of ∼1023 Pa s in Figure 4 is consistent with results from joint inversions of GIA (not including
the ̇J2 datum) andmantle convection data sets [Forte andMitrovica, 1996;Mitrovica and Forte, 1997; , 2004]. In
these studies the latter data set provides the necessary deep mantle resolving power.
As we have discussed, a series of studies have suggested the possibility of a signiﬁcant jump in viscosity
in the shallow lower mantle [Forte, 1987; Forte et al., 1991; Mitrovica and Forte, 1997; Marquardt and Miyagi,
2015; Ballmer et al., 2015; Rudolph et al., 2015]. As with the 670 km discontinuity, we cannot robustly argue
for the existence of such a jump. However, we have explored this issue by presenting a large suite of forward
calculations that varied the depth of such a boundary, as well as the viscosity above and below the bound-
ary, and comparing the results to the FRS, decay time, and J̇2 data. We conclude that these data are able to
accommodate a viscosity jump of ∼2 orders of magnitude at depths between 1000 and 1700 km.
Finally, our inversions of the GIA data sets described above have adopted Earth models in which mantle vis-
cosity varies with depth alone. Although we have found that most of the data sets described in section 3 can
be reconciled with a 1-D mantle viscosity structure, our inability to simultaneously ﬁt all DSL highstand data
suggests that the possibility that lateral variations in mantle viscosity may be playing a role in one, or indeed
all, of the GIA data sets we have considered here. In a companion article we extend the present analysis to
investigate the potential bias in inferences of a 1-D mantle viscosity proﬁle introduced by the presence of
3-D viscosity structure. The analysis will include, as an important subset, the GIA data considered here, but it
will also consider an extensive global database of relative sea level histories adopted in previous GIA-based
inferences of the radial proﬁle of mantle viscosity.
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